Robogals inspires 55,000 girls worldwide to consider a career in engineering

More than 55,000 primary and secondary aged girls have now attended a Robogals engineering based workshop, designed to increase female participation in engineering career paths.

Founded in 2008, Robogals is a global not-for-profit targeting girls aged 8 - 15 to encourage their interest in STEM and the opportunities that exist in engineering.

Chief Executive Officer Nicole Brown said the organisation has experienced significant growth in the past year across Australia, Asia, North America, the United Kingdom and the Middle East.

“In the last year alone Robogals ran 697 workshops reaching more than 12,000 girls. Without these workshops, it’s unlikely many of these girls would be exposed to engineering and inquiry-based learning until much later in their studies, if at all,” Ms Brown said.

“We want to introduce young girls to engineering, science and technology from an early age and let them know it is a viable career path for women. We engage through interactive engineering based workshops, teaching the principles of engineering in a fun and creative way.”

“As we continue to grow rapidly, we are also looking at ways to increase our impact beyond the classroom. We now offer professional development opportunities for current university students as well as creating a global network of change makers.”

This important milestone was celebrated this week as part of the Robogals annual volunteer conference (SINE) for the Asia Pacific Region. Over 90 volunteers from all states of Australia and representatives from Tokyo, came together for a three-day residential program hosted by The University of Melbourne. Volunteers shared their successes and ideas with their peers and made plans for the year ahead.

SINE Asia Pacific concluded on Monday with the annual Robogals Awards event at Engineers Australia. This event provided an opportunity for Robogals to announce the appointment of its incoming CEO - Ami Pasricha. Ami will commence her new role at the beginning of 2017, taking over from Nicole Brown. Nicole will be completing her Masters of Engineering degree at The University of Melbourne very soon, then commencing full time work in early 2017.

“It has been an absolute privilege to lead such an incredible organisation over the last four years. We have seen the organisation expand its reach and work to solidify its footprint as a strong, global volunteer-based organisation. I have been honoured to meet and work with the most inspirational and dedicated individuals and look forward to continuing friendships as I step out of the role.” - Ms Brown said.

Ami is completing her final year of a Bachelor of Engineering in Electrical and Computer Systems at
Monash University in Melbourne. She is looking forward to joining the workforce as a graduate with Telstra early next year. Throughout her time at university, Ami has demonstrated a passion for entrepreneurial activities and leading teams.

“Robogals is an organisation that is at the forefront of inspiring and empowering young women to pursue careers in engineering and related fields, and I am humbled and honoured to be a part of the team. I am really excited to meet everyone and look forward to working hard to achieve our vision of global diversity in engineering” - Ms Pasricha said.

In addition to this important leadership transition, Robogals has recently appointed new board directors with specialist capability across engineering, education, strategy, legal and finance to support the future strategy. Board members include:

- Lizzie Brown, Chair
- Mark Parncutt, co-Founder
- Marita Cheng, Founder
- Dayle Stevens
- Erin Kelly
- Fiona Borrelli
- Jamie Evans

The Board and global volunteer team thank Nicole for the leadership she has provided Robogals as CEO, and welcome Ami to the global team.

For more information on Robogals or to get involved, visit [http://www.robogals.org/](http://www.robogals.org/)
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